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Chief’s Message
As the newly appointed Moses Lake Police Chief I have had the opportunity to work in other
departments and I am pleased to report that the men and women of this department are
the hardest working people that I have had the pleasure of working with. These employees
give their all to better this community and the citizens who reside or visit herein. We
understand that without the support of the citizens we cannot effectively or efficiently
complete our mission of keeping this community safe. It is only through these valued
partnerships that we can make a positive difference in our community.
The employees of the Moses Lake Police Department live by our Core Values of
Professionalism, Integrity, Compassion, and Service. In every contact with a member of this
organization, you will be treated with respect and dignity with the goal of assisting you in
any way that we can.
During my 25 year career in law enforcement, I have seen many changes between this noble
profession and the communities that it serves. The City of Moses Lake is no different. We
have seen continued population growth, rising crime rates, reduced budgets, reduction in
staffing and outdated technology and facilities. Despite the challenges that we face, the
employees continue to give outstanding service to this community. This strategic plan will
give us the framework with which to make future decisions regarding our needs and how to
best tackle the obstacles that we are faced with.
A strategic plan is a document used to identify an organization’s goals, the actions needed
to achieve those goals and all of the other critical elements developed during the planning
process. This plan provides a framework for the organization to follow, helping to ensure
decisions are made that reflect the goals outlined in the plan. As with any long range plan, it
is important to evaluate its implementation on a regular basis for effectiveness. In
developing our own strategic plan, we believe it to be consistent with the needs of the
community we serve. As an organization, we are committed to implementing the strategies
identified to achieve the goals outlined in this plan. We also know that for the organization
to be successful, we must continually communicate and work with the community so that
we can meet the future needs of those concerned.
The Moses Lake Police Department continues to maintain a quality police force with
hardworking and dedicated employees. Our employees are the heart and soul of the
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organization. These employees live within the community and take great pride in providing
the best services possible. Our full-time employees are augmented by outstanding police
reserves and volunteers. These incredible people volunteer thousands of hours of their
personal time, an invaluable resource to this community, and we truly appreciate all that
they do for the department and the citizens.
As technology continues to advance, the role of law enforcement becomes more
complicated and exciting at the same time. We need to strive to provide our employees with
the very latest in equipment and resources to increase both their efficiency and
effectiveness. In an effort to maximize our resources, we need to look at alternate funding
sources while utilizing our general funds in the most effective manner possible.
Moses Lake is a community that has been continually growing. Our calls for service have
increased noticeably and will continue to increase in the future. The police department
needs to be prepared to address the growing needs of our community, while understanding
and respecting the individuals and families of various ethnic and cultural backgrounds.
Former Police Chief Dave Ruffin spent 30 years serving the citizens of Moses Lake and
through his vision this strategic plan was started. Chief Ruffin worked with various
community groups to implement this plan and it is only through his vision that I am able to
present this plan to the citizens. I would like to thank Chief Ruffin for his service to the
community and to the Moses Lake Police Department.

Organizational Overview
The Moses Lake Police Department is currently staffed with 33 commissioned officers and 8
support personnel. The department proudly serves a population of over 22,000 citizens and
is broken down into 2 divisions; operations and support/administrative. The largest section
within the operations division is patrol; the department has 3 patrol squads that provide 24
hour coverage. Within patrol, the department also utilizes community service officers,
school resource officers, and police reserves.
Under the support division, the department has 3 sections. These are investigations,
records, and community volunteers. Within the records section is the property-evidence
function as well.
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MissionVisionValues
We believe that our mission, vision and values define and guide our organization. A mission
statement provides the reasons for the existence of an organization and the boundaries
within which it operates. An organization’s vision outlines what the organization is moving
towards or what it aspires to be. The core values are ideals the organization uses for
guidance, determining appropriate actions, and for making decisions.
Mission Statement:
The Moses Lake Police Department is dedicated to protecting our citizens’ integrity and
safety by providing timely, professional and effective police service. We recognize this
mission can only be accomplished by working in partnership with our citizens to solve
problems with innovative solutions.
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Vision Statement:
We are dedicated to creating an organization based on trust, respect and teamwork. Our
employees are the heart of the organization. With our core values to guide us; we envision a
future where we provide the highest quality police service to the community.
Core Values:
The Moses Lake Police Department is a values-based organization. We use our core values to
guide us in our decisions and the actions we take. We have values-based leaders who believe
in the principles of self-reflection, balance, perspective, self-confidence and genuine
humility. This philosophy continues to serve us well and has created a strong culture of
professional and service minded employees. Moses Lake Police Department’s core values
are:
•

Professionalism – with character and pride. We hold ourselves to the highest
standards possible.

•

Integrity – with honesty and truthfulness. We believe in strong moral principles.

•

Compassion – with valor and dedication. We do this by always demonstrating
concern and sympathy for others.

•

Service – with competency and teamwork. Our standard for service is not
satisfactory, but excellence.

Honor Oath
As a member of this organization
I pledge on my honor
that I will never
betray my badge
my integrity, my character or
the public trust.
I will always
have the courage to hold myself
and others accountable for
our actions.
I will always uphold the
Constitution and the laws of the
State of Washington
my community
and the agency I serve.
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Community Makeup and Population Trends
Moses Lake is the largest populated city in Grant County, located in the Columbia Basin
region of Washington State. Our primary economic base is agriculture with industrial mix.
Some of the largest industrial businesses are REC, Moses Lake Industries, Genie, and SGL.
Moses Lake, on which the city lies, is made up of three main arms. The lake is approximately
18 miles long, and is the largest natural body of fresh water in Grant County. Geographically,
most of the residents reside on the East and North sides of the lake. There is ample room for
growth in both the residential and industrial areas. As these areas expand, consideration
must be given to an increasing population base and police response times.
Moses Lake has a diverse population with a moderate percentage of Hispanic residents. The
organization is committed to ensuring that our services and outreach opportunities include
the Spanish language and an understanding of the Hispanic culture.

*2013 city-data.com
Population Trends for the City of Moses Lake
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Community Partnerships
Our community partnerships include but are not limited to our residents, businesses,
educational institutions, social and religious groups, elected officials, city departments and
other law enforcement organizations. The organization understands that to effectively
serve our community, we must effectively work with our community partners so that we can
better solve problems.
“Building and maintaining community trust
is the cornerstone of successful policing
and law enforcement.”
-U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Community Oriented Policing Services

Crime Reporting and Statistics
Although the City of Moses Lake is relatively small, we are not immune from the same crime
that larger cities are faced with. According to the National Incident Based Reporting System
(NIBRS), the City of Moses Lake’s crime rate has increased slightly from 2014 to 2015, yet is
consistent with the average over the last 5 years. There are numerous factors directly
related to crime and increases or decreases associated with it. Some of the factors include
drug use and substance abuse, gang activity, socio-economic factors, economic environment
and juvenile delinquency. For example, it has long been known that illegal drug use is
strongly associated with theft, burglaries, forgeries and fraud; just as juvenile delinquency
and gang affiliation can be linked to graffiti, tagging, and other property damage.
Numbers below are associated with NIBRS data for the City of Moses Lake.
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CRIME RATE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Arson

2

11

4

8

3

Assault

34

54

54

54

60

Burglary

264

290

289

249

271

Malicious Mischief

517

778

615

503

492

Rape

9

19

16

18

19

Robbery

19

27

25

19

29

1086

1129

1135

906

1146

68

109

92

121

166

1

1

0

1

1

Theft
Vehicle Theft
Homicide
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Total Crime Rate Per 1000; Includes, Arson, Rape, Robbery, Malicious Mischief, Burglary,
Aggravated Assault, Theft, Vehicle Theft and Homicide.

Calls for Service
The department handles a high volume of calls for service. Calls for service are those calls to
which an officer is dispatched or responds to and are single reported incidents. While
beginning in 2000, for the first 10-12 years the calls for service were relatively stable;
however, there has been a significant increase in the last couple of years.

Calls for service showed a significant increase
from 2014 to 2015.
In 2013, there were 16,739 calls.
During 2014, the number of calls for service
remained relatively consistent at 16,723.
However, in 2015, the calls for service jumped
to 18,272.
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Community Input
As part of the development for this strategic plan, the department sought input from the
community to identify those things that were of the most concern to our residents. This was
accomplished through community meetings and surveys. The top five community concerns
are shown below:
Gang Activity (268)

88%

Illegal Drugs (231)

77%

Violent Crime (214)

72%

Burglary (212)

71%

Youth Crime – Problems (209)

71%

Staffing and Resources
In order to achieve the goals and objectives of our strategic plan, it is important that the
department have adequate resources and personnel.
In 2012-2013, the department lost 2 officers through attrition. Due to continued budget
restraints, the department still has not replaced these positions. This is problematic
considering that over the last couple of years both population and calls for service have
increased, while our staffing levels have decreased. When contemplating adequate staffing
of police officers, many organizations look to the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), within
the United States Department of Justice, for guidelines.
The chart below depicts that in 2013, municipal and township police departments, which
account for 98% of local police departments, employed an average of 2.1 full-time officers
per 1,000 residents. According to data provided by the BJS:
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Population Served

FT Officers per 1,000
Residents

250,000 or more

2.3

100,000 to 249,999

1.7

50,000 to 99,999

1.6

25,000 to 49,999

1.7

10,000 to 24,999

1.9

2,500 to 9,999

2.2

1,000 to 2,499

2.4

Average of all populations served

2.1

Average Number of Full-Time Officers in Local Police Departments, Per 1,000 Residents,
By Size of Population Served, 2013 Data.

The current ratio of full time officers per 1,000 residents in Moses Lake is 1.5, which is below
the average. Even using this comparison, it is interesting to note that ratios, such as officersper-thousand population, are not always solely appropriate as a basis for staffing decisions.
The International Association of Police Chiefs argue that patrol staffing allocation and
deployment requirements are a complex endeavor which requires consideration of a
number of factors. Volume of calls, services provided, crime rate, response times and
geographical boundaries should all be considered. In every one of these categories, Moses
Lake Police Department is above the average, making an argument for the need to have an
even higher ratio of officers than this chart suggests.
While the concern for adequate staffing of law enforcement agencies seems to always focus
on the line officers, it is important to remember that the organization relies heavily on those
non-police personnel for support. The clerical section is responsible for the input, storage
and dissemination of the department’s records. They are the persons who answer the
telephones and provide customer service to the public coming into the department. Not
only is the current number of our officers below 1995 staffing numbers, the clerical section
has also decreased in staffing from 6 to 4. In the near future, we will have to add additional
personnel to keep up with the volume of records created from a busy department.
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SWOT Analysis
When we first began this project, we conducted a SWOT analysis. A SWOT analysis is a
structured planning method that is used to evaluate four critical areas: strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
Strengths are current factors that have prompted outstanding organizational performance.
Some examples include the use of state-of-the-art equipment, investments in information
systems and a focus on community projects. Other strengths might include highly
competent personnel and a clear understanding among employees of the organization’s
goals and values. The following areas were identified as strengths of our department:
•
•
•
•

The Moses Lake Police Department is a values-based department with values-based
leaders.
The organization is committed to hiring and retaining diverse, high caliber
employees.
The organization has strong law enforcement partners in the community.
The organization maintains a robust volunteer program.

Volunteers remain a significant and much appreciated asset within the department. They
provide a valuable service to our community. In addition to the volunteer personnel which
average well over 40 hours per month in volunteer work, the department operates a
Reserve Officer Program with 6 commissioned reserve officers who each volunteer an
average of 20 hours per month towards protecting the citizens of Moses Lake. Reserve
Officers are fully trained both initially when entering the program and continually during
mandated monthly meetings, and have full arrest powers within the City of Moses Lake.
Weaknesses are organizational factors that will increase costs or minimize quality of service.
Examples include aging equipment or facilities and a lack of continuity in processes which
can lead to duplication of efforts. Weaknesses can be broken down further to identify
underlying causes. For example, disruption in the continuity of processes often results from
poor communication. Weaknesses also breed other weaknesses. Other common
weaknesses include poor use of information, deficiencies in training, a lack of financial
resources and an organizational structure that limits collaboration within the department as
well as other partnering organizations. The following areas were identified as weaknesses of
our department:
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•
•
•
•

The staffing numbers of commissioned and support personnel are inadequate when
considering the services we provide, the high volume of calls for service, our city’s
crime rate and an increasing population.
The police department has recently lost key veteran and command officers.
The current police building is outdated and overcrowded.
Vehicles and other equipment are outdated or past life expectancy.

Opportunities are those things seen as initiatives available to law enforcement
organizations. Examples include collaboration among law enforcement organizations,
community partnering to develop and sustain programs and internal controls to improve
quality and efficiency. The following areas were identified as opportunities for the
department:
•
•
•

With the departure of veteran and command officers, there is an opportunity for new
ideas with new leadership.
The department recognizes that there is an opportunity for the creation of new
processes and structures.
There is an opportunity to establish additional pro-active programs.

Threats are factors that could negatively affect organizational performance. Examples
include political or economic instability resulting in increasing call load, rising population or
high crime rate. The department identified the following threats during the analysis:
•
•
•

Financial uncertainty and increased competition for resources.
Increased population and requests for services.
Nationally diminished trust in law enforcement.

Department Goals
Based on the committee’s input and data collected from community surveys, the
organization established the following goals to accomplish during this plan’s period:
Goal #1 Reduce criminal activity and the fear of crime.
Goal #2 Enhance the work environment.
Goal #3 Sustain the community’s trust in the agency.
Goal #4 Increase the agency’s effectiveness and efficiency.
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Reduce Criminal Activity and the Fear of Crime
The fear of crime itself can have a huge impact on a community. Individuals often choose
where to live, shop and socialize based on their perceptions of the relative safety of
neighborhoods and certain locations. An example of this is whether parents allow their
children to play in a park or walk to school based upon their perceptions of safety within
those neighborhoods. The Moses Lake Police Department is dedicated to improving the
quality of life for our citizens by reducing criminal activity and those conditions that help
produce crime. Achieving this will also help reduce the fear of crime itself.
STRATEGY

ASSIGNED TO

IMPLEMENTATION

Increase drug enforcement inside
the City of Moses Lake.
Reinstitute the street crimes unit.

Patrol, Street Crimes Unit,
Investigations, INET
Command Staff

2016-2019

Utilize outside agency resources to
form a regionalized effort to target
criminal elements.
Conduct a staffing and resource
study to determine best
deployment options.
Institute an administrative
process/penalty to reduce
occurrence of false security alarms
to free up patrol time for officers.
Utilize the traffic safety task force
to increase DUI emphasis patrols
inside the City of Moses Lake.
Increase uniform presence in
neighborhoods.

Command Staff

2018

Command Staff

2018

Command Staff,
Police Specialist

2018

Command Staff

2017

Supervisory Staff

2016

2018
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Enhance the Work Environment
We need to attract and retain the highest quality and most diverse employees possible. Law
enforcement is a complicated and dynamic profession. Since our goal is to provide quality
law enforcement services to our community, we must hire the best employees available if
we want to position ourselves to succeed. To attract those employees, our wages, work
schedule and benefit package must be competitive with similar sized agencies. Because of
training and equipment costs, it is very expensive to hire new employees. When we do
obtain new employees, we must do everything in our power to retain those employees, so
that we do not become a training ground for other organizations.
Moses Lake is a diverse community. We need to ensure that our organization not only looks
like the community we serve, but has employees that offer fresh ideas, viewpoints and
different approaches to problem solving. Diversity is truly the one thing that we all have in
common. Diverse employees bring skill-sets that are unique to their life experiences and can
help us promote a culture that is inclusive of all.
STRATEGY
Implement and evaluate modified
patrol schedule.
Further promote the City of Moses
Lake and the department through
external media channels.
Seek alternative funding resources
to meet equipment needs.
Assess the physical building
structure and layout to determine
possibilities for a creating more
functional work space.
Develop and support officer growth
through career specialization.
Provide external opportunities for
officers to participate in.
Provide up-to-date equipment and
training.

ASSIGNED TO

IMPLEMENTATION

City Manager, HR,
Command Staff
Command Staff, PIO,
Designated Personnel

2017

Command Staff

2017-2019

Command Staff

2018

Supervisory Staff,
Department Training
Officer
Command Staff

2018

Command Staff

2017

2017

2018
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Sustain the Community’s Trust in the Agency
The Police Department cannot be effective without the trust, confidence and support of the
citizens it serves. We are very fortunate that we serve a community in which the majority of
people do trust the department. We know however, that trust must be earned every day
and can be enhanced by increasing the frequency and quality of our interactions with the
citizenry. We must continue to move forward and not take trust for granted; otherwise, like
other departments, we may begin to see a decline in the public’s trust of our agency. There
is a substantial body of research which tells us that, “When those who come into contact
with the police feel that they are treated fairly–they are more likely to accept decisions by
the authorities, obey the law, and cooperate with law enforcement in the future – even if
they disagree with specific outcomes. Clearly, each of us has an opportunity, and a
responsibility, to refocus on engagement with the individual communities we serve–by
involving our fellow citizens in the process of establishing clear norms of behavior; by
setting standards for right and wrong; and, ultimately, by relegating the era of suspicion and
distrust to the past.” (Attorney General Eric Holder, 2013)
STRATEGY
Conduct an annual community
survey.
Seek public input for future strategic
plans.
Ensure timely, thorough
investigations to all citizen
complaints.
Enhance programs that increase
access to law enforcement.
Expand current chaplaincy program
through recruitment and training.
Reduce force responses and citizen
complaints (training – awareness).

ASSIGNED TO

IMPLEMENTATION

Command Staff

2018

Command Staff

2018

Supervisory Staff
Command Staff

2017

Department Staff

2017

Supervisory Staff

2018

Command Staff,
Department Training
Officer

2018
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Increase the Agency’s Effectiveness and Efficiency
As an organization, we need to ensure that we are using the best practices in the business.
It is important to assess processes and procedures to make sure that we are consistent with
the industry standard. Equally important is to understand that as technology changes, we
must be willing to assess our organization and make necessary changes to keep up.
STRATEGY
Increase Spillman functionality by
implementing mapping and Mobile
programs.
Collaborate with criminal justice
partners to improve efficiency of the
justice system.
Enhance communications and
relationships with other city
departments.
Evaluate current practices, policies
and procedures.
Hire multi-lingual office staff to
reduce costs of hiring outside
translator.

ASSIGNED TO

IMPLEMENTATION

Command Staff

2016

Command Staff

2018

Department Staff

2017

Command Staff,
Supervisory Staff
Command Staff, HR,
City Manager

2017
2017

Chief’s Conclusion
I am honored to present to you the Moses Lake Police Department’s Strategic Plan for Fiscal
Years 2016-2019. This plan is a living document that will help to guide the department’s
future decisions and prepare for a continually changing community. The priorities and goals
listed in this document were not created by any one person but are a collection of thoughts
and ideas of several of our citizens and community partners. I would like to thank those
people and the community for their hard work in bringing this together.
I am truly committed to working with the outstanding employees of this department and all
of our community partners to ensure that we work diligently at completing the goals set
forth in this plan. It is my privilege to serve the citizens of Moses Lake and to work with the
outstanding employees that make up the Moses Lake Police Department.
-Chief Kevin Fuhr

